Abstract. Evaluation and selection of candidate suppliers has become a major decision in business activities around the world. In this paper, a new hybrid approach based on integration of Gene Expression Programming (GEP) with Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) (DEA-GEP) is presented to overcome the supplier selection problem. First, suppliers' efficiencies are obtained through applying DEA. Then, the suppliers' related data are utilized to train GEP to find the best trained DEA-GEP algorithm for predicting efficiency score of Decision Making Units (DMUs). The aforementioned data is also used to train Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to predict efficiency scores of DMUs. The proposed hybrid DEA-GEP is compared to integrated approach of Artificial Neural Network with Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA-ANN) to support the validity of the proposed model. The obtained results clearly show that the model based on GEP not only is more accurate than the DEA-ANN model, but also presents a mathematical function for efficiency score based on input and output data set. Finally, a real-life supplier selection problem is presented to show the applicability of the proposed hybrid DEA-GEP model.
Introduction
Modern day's business environment is frequently distinguished by increasing intricacy, ambiguity, unsteadiness and unpredictability. Thus, organizations must take each and every opportunity to advance their operational performance to stay competitive in the world-wide marketplace by appropriately selecting its trading partners. Supply chain management (SCM) is a process that covers raw material procurement, production of finished products and distributing the finished good to consumers through distributors and retailers. In a supply chain network, supplier evaluation and selection is a deliberated task because of high complications with several conflicting, commensurable, ordinal and cardinal factors involved in the decision making process. In this network, organizations are forced to harmonize their purchasing activities in order to gain advantage. In managing purchasing activities proficiently, supplier evaluation and selection plays a crucial role and has become a very fundamental component for viable benefits of any organization (Rezaei 2015) . In the concept of SCM, supplier is as the first echelon, followed by manufacturer, distributor, retailer and, finally, end customer. Thus, selecting proper suppliers plays a significant role in firms and industries as this influence the overall performance of a SCM (Omurca 2013; Amindoust et al. 2012) . Indeed, suitable suppliers significantly help in alleviating unnecessary costs, improving the operations and increasing customer satisfaction (Arikan 2013) . Therefore, the issue of supplier selection has attracted a lot of research attention. In this study, a new model is proposed by integrating genetic-based artificial intelligence (AI) technique with non-parametric approach in supplier selection.
Supplier selection is a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) process (Bhattacharya et al. 2010; Yazdani et al. 2016) which becomes more complicated with conflicting criteria such as quality, cost, delivery and service (Omurca 2013; Humphreys et al. 2003; Guneri et al. 2009 ). Thus, great attention has been received from practitioners and scholars over the past few decades. Many conceptual methods including individual methods and hybrid methods have been proposed to select the best suppliers.
Integrated approach of Artificial Neural Network with Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA-ANN) is one of the hybrid methods which is used as a useful method for analyzing supplier's performance (Fallahpour et al. 2014) . Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as a non-parametric method is widely used to help decision makers in determining the relative efficiency of homogeneous Decision Making Units (DMUs). Although, DEA does not require strict assumption, it has some weaknesses as a mathematical method (Santin 2008) . DEA is very sensitive to the presence of the outliers and statistical noise (Bauer 1990 ). In addition, it requires huge computer resources in terms of memory and central processing unit (CPU) time while using large data set (Emrouznejad, Shale 2009) . In order to solve the problems with DEA, Wu et al. (2006) put forward that Artificial Neural Network (ANN) can overcome the limitations of DEA. Wang (2003) demonstrated that ANN under concavity constraints can be used to explore the efficiency frontiers on the basis of collected data.
Although ANN overcomes complexity non-linear relationship, ANN is a black box system Moghassem, Fallahpour 2011) . Thus, the main disadvantage of ANN is the lack of the estimative function for the dependent variable using independent variables. Furthermore, ANN cannot determine an accurate approximation of the correct relationship between dependent and independent variables in comparison with other existing AI techniques (Mehr et al. 2013; Fallahpour et al. 2016) .
This paper aims to overcome the aforementioned limitations of DEA and weaknesses of ANN through combining DEA with a robust AI technique called Gene Expression Pro-gramming (GEP). The main purpose of this paper is to provide a mathematical model for calculating suppliers' efficiency and classifying them. There is the first attempt to integrate DEA with GEP in supplier selection.
The proposed model is implemented in a garment company. In order to validate the DEA-GEP model, the model was evaluated from four different aspects. In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the model for both the efficiency computing and classification in training, results obtained by the model were compared with the actual efficiency and classification. To validate the accuracy of the model in estimation for both the efficiency and the classification, untrained data set was used and compared the results obtained by the model with the actual efficiency and classification. To evaluate the power of the model as an intelligent-based model, ANN was used as a powerful tool in modelling and compared the result derived from GEP-based model with the computed results derived from ANN-based model for both training and estimation (testing). Since DEA works based on inputs and outputs, the model was evaluated in terms of recognizing the inputs from the outputs by parametric analysis. For further verification of the ability of the model in calculating suppliers' efficiency and suppliers' classification, data set of year the next year was employed as an unseen and untrained data and the results were compared with the actual results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 includes the related literature on supplier selection. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the utilized techniques and the methodology proposed in this paper. The case study, results and discussion are presented in Section 3. The Conclusions are presented in the last section.
Literature review
This section provides brief overview on the criteria used in supplier evaluation and the approaches proposed for selecting suitable suppliers.
Supplier selection criteria
As mentioned earlier, supplier selection is a multiple criteria problem and selecting appropriate criteria is one of the main steps of supplier evaluation and selection (Büyüköz-kan, Çifçi 2011). Dickson (1966) gathered 23 different criteria which were selected by 273 American and Canadian purchasing agents and managers in 1966. The author ranked the criteria and showed that the most widely used criterion is quality, followed by delivery, performance history, warranties and claim policies, production facilities and capacity and price (cost). Recently, Ho et al. (2010) conducted a review on supplier selection according to 78 papers published between 2000 and 2008. The authors reported that the most widely adopted criteria for supplier selection are quality, delivery, price (or cost), manufacturing capability, service, management, technology, research and development, finance, flexibility, reputation, relationship, risk, and safety and environment respectively. Chang et al. (2011) presented top 10 criteria that received most attention based on the literature as proposed in Table 1 . 
Supplier selection techniques
A suitable supplier plays a significant role in achieving competitive advantage and reducing the purchasing cost in any firm. Therefore, various methods have been proposed regarding the selection of appropriate suppliers by academics and practitioners. Chai et al. (2013) divided the approaches into individual approaches and integrated approaches. Inference System (ANFIS). The integrated approaches were classified into integrated approaches, integrated ANP, integrated uncertain decision approaches and integrated DEA. DEA as a non-parametric method has been successfully used in selecting suppliers based on their efficiency ratings (Liu et al. 2000) . Several models of DEA have been proposed to improve the process of supplier selection such as (Saen 2007a; Mirhedayatian et al. 2014 ) (Note that some researchers considered DEA as an individual method (Ho et al. 2010 ) and several researchers assume that it is a kind of Mathematical Programming model (Chai et al. 2013; Vahdani et al. 2012) . One of the approaches that has recently received great attention is AI techniques such as ANFIS (Güneri et al. 2011) , ANN (Wei et al. 1997) , SVM (Vahdani et al. 2012) . In the literature fuzzy set theory has been considered as a technique to convert qualitative data to quantitative data and also applied to MCDM techniques (Chen et al. 2006) and MP techniques (Amid et al. 2006) .
Although a lot of individual methods have been proposed, each individual method has its own disadvantage in decision making (Vahdani et al. 2012) . Therefore, to improve the evaluation process of suppliers, researchers have combined these approaches together. In recent years integrated methods have been commonly applied to supplier selection such as combination of AHP-DEA approach to assess and select slightly non-homogeneous suppliers (Saen 2007b) . In that paper, AHP was employed to find the relative weight of suppliers that had missing value. Afterward, DEA was used to calculate the efficiency. Demirtas and Ustun (2008) integrated ANP with Multi-Objective Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MOMILP) to deal with both tangible and intangible factors in selecting the most appropriate suppliers and determining the best quantities among selected suppliers to maximize the total value of purchasing and minimize the budget and defect rate. In the first part, ANP and AHP were deployed to consider both tangible and intangible factors. Then, the weights calculated by them were used as coefficients in the first objective function of the MOMILP model. At last, the model was solved by e-constraint and Reservation Level driven Tchebycheff Procedure (RLTP).
In recent years, combination of DEA and ANN has been widely used for selecting the best suppliers by combining DEA and ANN (as an AI approach) techniques such as Çelebi, Bayraktar (2008) , Kuo et al. (2010) , Nourbakhsh et al. (2013) , etc. For example, Ozdemir and Temur (2009) conducted a study using DEA and Multi Layered Perceptron (MLP) ANN in a German iron and steel industry. They categorized 24 suppliers according to six criteria (input/output), namely material quality, discount on amount, discount on cash, payment term, delivery time and annual revenue (considered as an output). After getting the result by input oriented DEA, an ANN (MLP) was constituted to predict the efficiency rating of the suppliers. Wu (2009) used a DEA-ANN model to evaluate as well as select the best suppliers. To show the predictive power of the model, a five-fold cross-validation was carried out. Finally, the result obtained by DEA-ANN was compared with DEA-Decision Tree (DT) model. The study concluded that DEA-ANN is more accurate than DEA-DT.
The current study is aimed at not only achieving a mathematical function for suppliers' efficiency, but also enriching the literature of supplier selection by introducing a new genetic-based approach with high training power called GEP. As a robust technique, GEP can improve the idea of combining DEA and AI technique in decision making, especially in supplier selection.
Proposed DEA-GEP model
To design the proposed DEA-GEP model, compare it with DEA-ANN model, and measure the performance of the two mentioned models, some basic concepts must be considered. These concepts are discussed in the next sub-sections and finally the description of the proposed model is presented through three stages in Chapter 2.5.
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
Performance measuring is an essential duty for a DMU to find its weaknesses so that subsequent improvements can be made. Charnes et al. (1978) developed DEA as a mathematical programming technique for calculating the relative performance of decision-making units (DMUs) in terms of the observed operation practice in a sample of comparable DMUs. A frontier comprising best performers is determined by DEA. The maximum efficiencies are constrained to 1. Based on DEA, DMUs are divided into two parts, efficient and inefficient. DEA involves the solution of a linear programming problem to fit a non-stochastic, nonparametric production frontier based on the actual input-output observations in the sample. There are two important basic models, namely Charnes-Cooper-Rhodes (CCR) and Banker-Charnes-Cooper (BCC). Assume that there are n DMUs, (DMU j : j = 1,2, ..., n) which apply m inputs (x i : i = 1,2, ..., m) to create s outputs (y r : r = 1,2, ..., s). The input oriented efficiency of a particular DMU0 under the assumption of variable returns to scale (VRS), can be obtained from the following linear programs (input-oriented BCC model) (Banker et al. 1984) :
min .
where s + and s -are the slacks in the system.
n linear programming problems of the above form must be solved for performing a DEA analysis. A DMU is termed efficient if and only if the optimal value q is equal to 1 and all the slack variables are 0.
For more information, there are over 3000 papers and several books about this technology.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
MLP is a feed forward-based architecture of ANN which is usually trained with Back Propagation (BP) learning algorithm . There are at least three layers in a MLP network. The first layer is the input layer, the second layer is the hidden layer and the last layer is the output layer. There are number of processing units and each of them is fully interconnected with weighted connections to units in the subsequent layer. Each of these layers has several processing units and each unit is fully interconnected with weighted connections to units in the subsequent layer. There are a number of nodes in every layer. Every input is multiplied by the interconnection weights of the nodes (Mirzahosseini et al. 2011) .
At the end, the result (h j ) is as Eq. (2):
where f is motivation function (e.g. Linear, Sigmoid or Hyperbolic tang), x i is the activation of ith hidden layer node and w ij is the weight of the connection joining the jth neuron in a layer with the ith neuron in the previous layer, and b is the bias for the neuron.
Gene Expression Programming (GEP)
Koza (1992) first invented Genetic Programming as an extension of Genetic Algorithm (GA), inspired of Darwinian evolutionary theory, which automatically generates mathematical models. The basic difference between the GA and GP approaches is that the GA represents the solution as a string of numbers and the GP represents the solution as a computer programs (mathematical model) (Mollahasani et al. 2011; Güllü 2014; Zhao et al. 2012; Rashed et al. 2012; Moghassem et al. 2012) . There are tree type of GP known as treebased GP, linear-based GP and graph-based GP (Fig. 1) (Luo, Zhang 2012) . Linear-based GP has been received much attention among them.
GEP as a robust linear GP-based approach was introduced by Ferreira (2001) . GEP requires five elements: function set, terminal set, fitness function, control parameters, and termination condition to develop a model. In the GEP algorithm, in order to present solutions of problems, fixed length of character strings are performed, which then proposed like Expression Trees (ETs) of different sizes and shapes. Due to multi-genic nature of GEP, more complicated programs composed of number of subprograms will be allowed to be generated during the evolutionary process (Mollahasani et al. 2011) 
The proposed expression is called Karva notation or K-expression, which can be illustrated as an ET (Mollahasani et al. 2011; Alavi et al. 2013) . Figure 2 shows the expression tree of the above sample gene. The transformation process is created from the start position in the K-expression, which corresponds to root of the ET, and reads through the string one by one . The mentioned GEP gene can be represented in a mathematical equation as:
There are four steps in the GEP (Ferreira 2001 ): 1. Creating individual for the initial population randomly. 2. Creating chromosomes like ET and assessing fitness of the individuals. 3. Choosing the most appropriate individuals based on their fitness to generate with modification. 4. Reiteration the aforementioned process to find a solution. The copied individuals into the next generation are determined according to fitness by roulette wheel. This guarantees the survival and cloning of the best individual to the next generation. Using various combinations of genetic operators, variation in the population is introduced. These operators include crossover, mutation and rotation. The rotation operator is applied to rotate two subparts of an element sequence in a genome with respect to a randomly chosen point (Ferreira 2001; Alavi et al. 2011) . This can also significantly reshape the ETs. For example, the following gene rotates the first five elements of gene (1) 
The solution function is built using only the first seven elements ( ) ( ) 4 b a c + + × − , with the corresponding expression illustrated in Figure 3. 
Performance measures
In this study, for evaluating of capabilities of models, Mean-Squared Error (MSE), Root MSE (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are used as the criteria between the experimental and predicted measures:
where t is the experimental value, o is the predicted value and n is total number of data. 
The proposed model
In this paper, the BCC model is used for classifying the suppliers. Figure 4 illustrates the conceptual model for supplier selection using DEA, GEP and ANN. It generally contains two sections. Section 1 applies DEA to calculate the DEA score given to each supplier. After obtaining suppliers' efficiency, the calculated DEA scores are used to derive the class for each supplier, typically classified as efficient and inefficient clusters. Module 2 utilizes supplier performance-related data to train GEP and ANN and apply the trained models to new suppliers for testing. If the performance measures of the prediction are sufficiently good, the process stops, if not, the process is continued. Figure  four depicts the proposed hybrid model.
Case study
In order to evaluate the applicability of the integrated model, this section presents findings from its implementation in a sample company (the company's name is not disclosed for privacy reasons). The company is a garment manufacturer that produces women's underwear. The staffing capacity is 700 employees. In order to fill its daily order of more than 400,000 garments, it engages the services of 100 suppliers. Company policy demands suppliers to hold certification in the following: ISO9001 (quality management systems) (Sampaio et al. 2009 ), ISO14001 (environmental management systems) (Bansal, Hunter 2003) and ISO10002 (customer management systems) (Hughes, Karapetrovic 2006) . 
Data
The referred collected data utilized 4 input variables that show the capabilities of the suppliers to generate 2 output factors that show the performance outcomes of the suppliers in the evaluation process (Table 2) 
Implementation and discussion
DEA not only calculates the efficiency measure of each supplier but also classifies it into efficient and inefficient group. In this survey, BCC model is used to get the efficiency measure of each supplier. The outcome of BCC model is divided into two parts, training set and prediction set to combine with GEP and ANN. Prediction (testing) part has been presented in Table 2 , rows 19-24. In this research LINGO 11 Software was used. Table 3 . Note that in this ANN, the inputs and outputs mentioned in 3.1 are used as input units. 
Parameters design of GEP
As it was indicated in 3.1, multi input and multi output are used for determining the efficiency of DMUs. Like ANN, the efficiency scores are given GEP to find the best trained algorithm for prediction. Many different parameters of GEP have been chose for getting the best structure. It is worthy to know that there is no exact method to find the optimized parameters in GEP, generally in intelligent-based models (Emrouznejad, Shale 2009 ). Consequently, several runs must be done to find the best structure (Mousavi et al. 2014) . The parameters used in the GEP model are presented in Table 4 . It should be mentioned that the parameters of GEP in Table 4 are set based on the data set we have collected from the real case study. In a case of new data set, the parameters of GEP must be changed. The performance measures for training and testing are presented in Table 5 . 
End of Table 2

Presenting a mathematical function by GEP
Unlike ANN which has a black box (Alavi, Gandomi 2011b ) GEP can present a mathematical function. In fact, GEP presents a function between efficiency score and the inputs and the outputs of BCC model. The function generated by the GEP algorithm in prediction of efficiency is shown in Eq. (9):
In the above equation x 1 , x 2 , ..., x 6 called as below respectively: -Number of Personnel (NP) = x 1 ; -Transportation Equipment Capacity (ton) (TEC) = x 2 ; -Warehouse Capacity (m 3 ) (WC) = x 3 ; -Advertisement Cost (AC) = x 4 ; -Number of Dairy Shops (NDS) = x 5 ; -Total Sale Revenue (2010-2011) (TSR) = x 6 ; -Efficiency score of each DMU = y.
As can be observed, the proposed equation by GEP, as a behavioural model, can be used for monitoring the suppliers' efficiency. Indeed, the proposed model is performed as a strategic model which helps the managers to evaluate the suppliers' efficiency for long-term. In addition, this model reduces the time of calculation of the efficiency process, because the managers only need to substitute the values of each of the criterion in the equation. This is notable that these kinds of models are always used for efficiency evaluation in the future. Therefore, the best supplier is the alternative which has the closest value to one.
In terms of the results obtained and compared the two hybrid models, it can be concluded that DEA-GEP is better than DEA-ANN. Tables 3 and 5 show that DEA-GEP in all the three performance factors is more accurate than DEA-ANN for training and testing. Also, it should be mentioned that, although the ANN-based model can predict the suppliers' efficiency accurately, however, the biggest problem we are dealing with in this model is the black box system. It means that the managers need a strong knowledge about the neural network to understand the relationship between the criteria (inputs/outputs) and the performance. On the other hand, not only the ANN-based model cannot help the managers but also might make them confuse.
To show the ranking power of the proposed GEP model, the real ranking calculated by DEA was compared with the ranking done by the proposed GEP model and the ANN model for the testing data set as the unseen and untrained data set. As can be seen (Table  6 ), the ranking conducted by GEP is more accurate than ANN, compared to the real ranking. By applying GEP, all the suppliers were ranked correctly, while by applying ANN, only two ranks were done correctly. 
Conclusions and future works
Supplier selection, as one of the main steps in success of firms' supply chain management, has received much attention from both academia and practitioners. As a multi criteria decision making issue, supplier evaluation and selection is a complicated process. Therefore, developing techniques which solve this problem for managers of organizations is very important. In this study, two soft computing methods (GEP and ANN) are focused in the supplier selection problem.
For the first time, DEA is integrated with GEP to exploit the capabilities of the GEP approach and to enrich the supplier selection literature. First, the suppliers' efficiencies are obtained through applying BCC-DEA model. Then, the suppliers' related data are utilized to train GEP to find the best trained DEA-GEP algorithm for predicting efficiency score of DMUs.
Similar to the proposed GEP model, ANN is integrated with DEA (DEA-ANN) to support and validate the DEA-GEP model.
Applying three accuracy measures criteria including MSE, RMSE, and MAE, it is found that the GEP based model performs better than ANN integrated model. Unlike the ANN approaches, which have "black box" characteristic, GEP can present a mathematical function for supplier selection. This mathematical function based on a set of data given by GEP model can be optimized to get the best solution for efficiency of each DMU. Accordingly, it can be considered as superiority of the DEA-GEP model to measure the efficiency scores of DMUs for future study.
Although the proposed model is accurate, however finding the optimized parameters of GEP, as stated earlier, is a trial and error process, and there is no guarantee to construct the GEP structure easily.
Also, using support vector machine (SVM), ANFIS and comparing them with the results of the current research is another suggestion for future work.
